When starting their programmes, many Bachelor's degree students feel overwhelmed by the new environment, new people and completely new learning conditions. This is why the Bachelor's orientation programme (BOT) was created. **Topics covered in the orientation programme:**

- Orientation at the Faculty and University
- Structure, content and requirements of the degree programme
- Planning your university education
- Subject-specific learning and study techniques
- Exam preparation including time management

**Intended learning outcomes**

Within the orientation program first-year student get information and assistance to both professionally, and socially to be guided through the faculty in several meetings. The aim is to deal with issues, questions and problems, which experience shows occur especially at the start of their studies, and prepare students optimally for the start of their individual studies.

**Courses** (type, number of weekly contact hours, language — if other than German)

T (1)
Once a year, winter semester

**Method of assessment** (type, scope, language — if other than German, examination offered — if not every semester, information on whether module is creditable for bonus)

Report (approx. 3 to 5 pages)
Assessment offered: Once a year, winter semester